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FROM THE DIRECTOR OF SPORT

In a bustling prep school, the volume of information needed for sport can sometimes
seem overwhelming.

Sport is an integral part of Dulwich Prep London and it is essential that all pupils and
parents are aware of our sporting ethos and values, our policies and all the logistical
details regarding sport at the Prep.

Some information in this booklet may not be immediately relevant to you or your son,
but I hope it will prove a useful resource.

If you have any questions, please get in touch. Also, if you feel there is information about
sport not in this booklet, which you feel should be (as a new or existing parent), please
email me directly.

Mr Dennis Spammer
Director of Sport
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SPORTING ETHOS

Every pupil should have the opportunity to engage in, progress through and enjoy the
various elements of the extensive sporting opportunities on offer here at the Prep.
Establishing a culture in Dulwich Prep London of participation, challenge and aspiration
will be the driving force in building a thriving programme over the coming years.

SPORTING VALUES

Our sporting values are derived from our school values, listed below. In each term we try
to give tangible meaning to those values in a sporting context. For example:

Courage
Can I challenge myself to make the pass I don't normally make?

Love
Can I show my team the love I have for the school and the team?

Humility
When I succeed, can I understand the feelings of those who haven’t?

Justice
Will I do the right thing, even if it means losing?

Gratitude
Will I thank my parents, coaches, teammates, groundsmen and tea ladies?

Self-discipline
Will I pack my own kit bag and be on time for games sessions and matches?

Honesty
Will I be honest and challenge myself to fulfil my potential?

Service
How can I support my teammates through success and disappointment?
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OUTCOME GOALS

Develop willing participants in physical activity, through a wide and varied Games and
PE programme.

Make sport a positive but challenging experience for all boys, across every level of skill
and ability. We want the boys to be physically and mentally robust.

Nurture and develop diverse sporting interests of all boys at the Prep.

Celebrate individual and team success, endeavour and performance in and outside
school.

Provide a fixture programme which allows every boy at the Prep to represent the school
in various sports and at various ability/skill levels, and aspire to improve.

Create ‘constant conscious learners’ who can challenge, progress and learn
independently in the PE classroom or on the sports field.
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EXPECTATIONS

What your son can expect from our staff and sports programme:

1. Well planned, organised and fun-filled sessions.
2. An atmosphere that places huge emphasis on enjoyment, progress and challenge.
3. Coaching sessions pitched at a level appropriate to his skill/ability.
4. Fair and merited selection.
5. A wide and varied PE and Games programme, where physical activity can flourish.
6. Sports staff who care deeply about DPL sport and the boys’ happiness.

What we expect from your son:

1. To uphold and demonstrate Dulwich Prep London school values in every sporting
context.

2. To arrive at all sessions (PE, Games and fixtures) on time and in the appropriate
Dulwich Prep London sports kit.

3. A willingness to challenge, progress and learn.
4. To take great care and pride in representing Dulwich Prep London.
5. We expect boys to be available for fixtures when selected, and for school fixtures

to take precedence over any club commitments.

What we ask from parents:

1. Support your son in fulfilling his expectations.
2. Support your son to be an independent thinker.
3. Be patient and understanding with team selection and games groups.
4. Trust staff judgement - we are caring, honest, experienced and knowledgeable.
5. Support on the side-lines in an appropriate manner (home or away fixtures).
6. Email or call a staff member if you have a problem, concern or general query.

Code of Conduct (IAPS)
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INTER-SCHOOL FIXTURES

What sports do we compete in?

Dulwich Prep London students play the following sports competitively:  Football, Rugby,
Cricket,  Athletics, Swimming, Water Polo, Cross Country, Biathlon.

Where do our ‘home’ teams play?

We have four sporting venues. Most home fixtures are played at venues 1 and 2.
1. Gallery Road (SE21 7AD)
2. Grange Lane (SE21 7LH)
3. Mary Datchelor (SE21 7LJ)
4. Sports Hall  and Pool (SE21 7AA)

Who do we play?

We play many of the top schools in London, Surrey and the South of England during our
Saturday and midweek matches. We also enter a number of Regional and National
competitions.

What is the cancellation process for fixtures?

Parents should check the fixture portal for updates on cancellations.

Team Sheets

Posted via the Fixtures Portal
Team sheets are posted 48 hours before the fixture day (Years 5-8).
Team sheets are posted 72 hours before the fixture day (Year 4).
The reason for the above is to allow time for fair and merited selection of the pupils for
inter-school fixtures.

Directions, Postcode and Match Venues

Please check the fixture portal for all details on venues, maps, postcode and directions.
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Fixtures will take place on the following days:
Year 4 - Thursday afternoon and Saturday morning
Year 5 - Tuesday afternoon and Saturday morning
Year 6 - Friday afternoon and Saturday morning
Year 7 - Wednesday afternoon and Saturday morning
Year 8 - Monday afternoon and Saturday morning

Sports fixtures

All sporting fixtures are placed on the school calendar and the fixtures portal one term in
advance. e.g. by the end of the autumn term, all fixtures for the spring term will be posted
online. This should be your first port of call to check sporting fixtures for the weeks/term
ahead. Parents should check ahead and look for fixtures involving their son’s team or year
group.

Planning for fixtures

Soon after the start of the term boys are fairly sure of what games group they are in,
e.g. Games Group 2 (C and D Squads), Games Group 3 (E and F Squads). Whilst
movement naturally happens as students learn and progress, all boys should know their
current games group. So, to assist your planning at home and managing school fixtures, my
advice is:

● Ask your son what games group he is currently in.
● Look ahead via the school calendar to see when his year group has fixtures.

(This is particularly relevant for Saturday morning sport)

Tribe Sport

All parents are welcome to attend Tribe Sports. We rarely post team sheets for these
events, so you won’t receive a push notification. Please check the online school
calendar.
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SATURDAY SPORT

Dulwich Prep London has a strong history of playing Saturday fixtures. This is currently an
important part of our sporting culture, and is somewhat unusual for a busy London day
school.

To assist the above culture, please be understanding that selection for a school fixture is
not an invitation to play, but an expectation to play. School sport will take priority over
any outside club sporting commitment.

When any pupil is selected to play for the school (midweek or Saturday), that fixture is a
major priority. Only one of the following four reasons excuse pupils when selected to play
for the school:

● Playing county, regional or national sport outside school
● Illness
● Serious family matters (to include wedding, funeral, major family gathering etc.)

OFF GAMES PROCEDURE

If any pupil is off Games, but still in school, the following should take place:

● An email or note (in PR) must be sent/presented to a member of the sports
department.

● If appropriate, off-games students may attend the library to read or do prep (this
can only happen if there is space and provided a lesson is not taking place in the
library).

● Pupils who are off games may be asked to help staff or watch games sessions.
● All pupils must attend games registration in the changing rooms, and remain

there until directed elsewhere by staff.
● In bad weather, a warm coat is advisable when attending Games at the fields.
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SELECTION POLICY

Dulwich Prep London has an inclusive approach that enables as many pupils as possible to
represent the school. We have a proud tradition of both midweek and Saturday sport
fixtures, which will continue to thrive at the Prep.

When selecting teams for sport, the following guidelines will be applied by all sports staff:

1. Selection will be based on merit. (Defined as demonstrating the school values in
lessons, games and fixtures, commitment to challenge and progress and a high level of
learnt skill and natural ability)

2. Positive behaviour is expected during the school day and will be a consideration in
selection for fixtures. Pupils who do not demonstrate our school values and whose
behaviour continually falls below expectations may not be permitted to represent the
school. (DoS and Head of Section decision/discretion)

3. Teachers and coaches will use their professional judgement and experience to pick all
teams to represent the school at all age levels.

4. Teachers and coaches will keep a record of their selection, and will rotate squads
where and when necessary to ensure everyone plays competitive sport for the school.
The PE department meets each week and team selection is a regular point on the
agenda.

5. The ‘A’ team will comprise the best performers and aim to be the strongest side for
any given fixture. Where there are subsequent team fixtures within a particular age
group, coaches will ensure that opportunities exist for all pupils and there is fluidity of
selection based on merit.

6. Communication between sports staff and pupils is crucial when promoting or
demoting pupils in a team. Staff will endeavour to communicate any promotion or
demotion in person with pupils or in small groups/teams in a sporting week.

Movement across games groups:

Pupils are placed in games groups based upon merit. Movement between groups is
common practice and based upon the boys’ progress in games or in inter-school fixtures.

Often, boys will be moved or rotated between teams for fixtures. This can occur for the
following reasons:

1. Matching skill and ability for a fair inter-school fixture. Often other schools won’t have
the same number of pupils per year group, so it is vital we balance the fixture to
accommodate other schools.

2. To ensure we fulfil our ethos of enabling as many boys to represent the school as
possible, we will often rotate boys in a games group or team.
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3. A and B team selection can be a headache for all schools. We often don’t rotate these
squads (unless merited) as it would provide an unbalanced fixture between the two
schools.

Feedback to boys about movement between teams in Lower School

We communicate to boys within teams, as a small group. We don’t give individual
feedback as the success criteria is so wide and varied in Lower School.
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MAP OF SPORTING VENUES
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TRIBE SPORT

In addition to co-curricular sporting fixtures, Dulwich Prep London has a proud history of
tribe competitions across a wide spectrum of sports. This is a vital part of the fabric of
the school and it allows participation in high numbers across the sports listed below:

● Football
● Rugby
● Cricket
● Swimming
● Athletics (Sport Day)
● Cross County

The boys are passionate about their tribes, and sport provides an opportunity for them to
embrace inter-tribe competition with boys they perhaps wouldn’t otherwise play
alongside.

The school values are integral to the success of the tribe competitions and, although we
encourage the boys to do their best and play to win for their tribe, it is equally important
that they maintain humility, gratitude, honesty, self-discipline and love when performing
with and against their peers.

Tribe competitions will be a part of the sporting calendar and boys will be expected to
participate, or support their tribe if injured.

As we stand today, due to COVID and NGB restrictions, we are not permitting any
parent spectators at any sporting events, midweek or Saturday.
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MEDICAL PROVISION and INJURY PROCEDURES

Physical Education and Games staff are first aid trained. All sports staff will have access to
a first aid kit at away/home fixtures. For Saturday block rugby fixtures we also have private
emergency first aid cover through MRI Events. During away fixtures, injuries are handled
in accordance with the guidance of the host school.

Head injury procedure

Children and adolescents have a greater risk of problems associated with a concussion
resulting from head injury. Studies provide evidence that children:

● Take longer to recover.
● Have more significant memory and mental processing issues.
● Are more susceptible to rare and dangerous neurological complications including

death caused by second impact syndrome (Rossiter 2014).

This procedure therefore aims to:

● Help early recognition of a concussion or significant head injury.
● Ensure appropriate treatment.
● Protect young people from potential long-term complications of untreated head

injuries and concussion.

A head injury is defined by NICE as any trauma to the head other than superficial injuries
to the surface of the face (NICE clinical guideline 176). The majority of head injuries are
minor and can be treated by a qualified First Aider.

A head injury is considered to be significant if:

● It involves a fall of three metres or more.
● It involves injury from a projectile or other object.
● There is vomiting after the head injury.
● There is altered consciousness (i.e. not alert).

Anyone presenting with one or more of the above must seek medical advice from the
School Nurse or attend AandE/GP services.

An ambulance will be called immediately if there are any of the
following symptoms:

● Loss of consciousness for more than one minute, or reduced consciousness.
● Any neurological alteration (cognitive processing – difficulty in speaking,

understanding, reading, writing, any loss of feeling, difficulty with balance, general
weakness, altered vision, unsteady gait).
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● Any suspicion of a skull fracture (bleeding/clear fluid from nose or ear, black eye
with no injury close by, bruising behind one or both ears, visible trauma to scalp
or skull).

● Any seizure.
● Amnesia.
● Taking anticoagulant medication/history of clotting disorder.
● All head injuries are to be recorded on the Accident Report Form. Parents will

be informed of all significant head injuries and given a Head Injury Advice Sheet
to take home.

● All games staff have received training in this procedure, including how to
recognise a significant head injury and how to administer follow-on care.
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SPORTS SCHOLARSHIP PROCESS

1. In line with the Future Schools Guidance booklet, please complete the Scholarship
Aspiration Form in the academic year of application.

2. If encouraged to apply for a sports scholarship by the Director of Sport, please make
contact with the senior schools to ask for the relevant application forms.

3. Contact your son’s external club coaches and ask for a supporting sporting reference
(and share this with the Director of Sport if you wish).

4. Start to make a simple sporting CV for your son (the Director of Sport is happy to
advise and provide exemplars).

5. Fill out the senior school application form in plenty of time for their deadline.

6. Leave the application form in Reception for the attention of the Director of Sport at
least a week before the senior school deadline.

7. The Director of Sport will then sign it to show support and complete a separate
confidential sporting reference for your son.

8. The school will then post your son’s application pack, to include the Director of
Sport’s reference, to his senior school(s).

9. If you are completing the application process entirely online, the Director of Sport will
forward his sporting reference separately to the senior school(s) at a later point, but
before the submission deadline.

The reference written by the Director of Sport is based upon information gathered from
all sports staff, across all sports relevant to your son at Dulwich Prep London. It is a
school reference and will not make note of sporting contributions outside DPL.
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STRUCTURE OF THE WEEK

Year 3
Boys will have a one hour PE/swimming lesson each week (half a term of PE and half a
term of swimming) and 1 x Games lesson.

Years 4, 5 and 6
Boys will have a one hour PE/swimming lesson each week (half a term of PE and half a
term of swimming) and 2 x Games lessons.

Years 7 and 8
Boys will have 1 x PE/swimming lesson and 2 x Games lessons.

LOST PROPERTY

All kit MUST be clearly named - preferably with a sewn-in full name tag inside the
garment. Any garment that has an illegible name or is unnamed will be donated to the
secondhand uniform sale at the end of each term.

Any loose named kit will be collected and placed into the appropriate lost property box
for the boy’s form. These items will be distributed to the boys before their Games
sessions, and every Wednesday morning.

It is the boys’ responsibility to find their kit and keep it safe in their classroom locker or
in their games changing room locker (on their Games days ONLY).
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SPORTS KIT

Boys are expected to have the correct kit for all their respective sporting activities. It is
their responsibility to look after their kit and make sure they are appropriately dressed at
all times. All kit MUST be clearly named.

PE

● White PE shorts
● White tribe t-shirt
● White socks and trainers

SWIMMING

● Navy blue swim trunks
● Goggles
● Towel and tribe swimming cap
● Full water bottle

RUGBY and FOOTBALL (training)

● School rugby/football jersey
● Navy school shorts
● Mouth guards (rugby), shin pads (football)
● Round neck training top and the school tracksuit
● Navy blue skins only
● Full water bottle
● Boots

FIXTURES (RUGBY and FOOTBALL)

● School rugby/football jersey
● Navy school shorts and tribe socks
● Mouth guards (rugby), shin pads (football)
● Round neck training top and the school tracksuit MUST be worn
● Navy blue skins only
● Trainers (carry boots)
● Full water bottle

CRICKET (training)

● PE kit and trainers/cricket spikes (with the school tracksuit if cold)
● Cricket whites and the school cricket shirt and trainers/cricket spikes
● Full water bottle and sunscreen
● DPL cricket cap/hat
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FIXTURES (CRICKET)

● Long whites and the school cricket shirt
● White socks and predominantly white trainers or spikes
● School cricket cap
● We will NOT accept any club cricket attire
● Full water bottle and sunscreen
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SPORT DEPARTMENT CONTACTS

Dennis Spammer - Director of Sport and Head of Co-Curricular

Alec Stevens - Head of Junior Sport (Years 1 - 4)

Sean Crane - Head of Football

Jesse Mackewn - Head of Rugby

Brendan Murphy - Head of Athletics

Peter Tarrant - Head of Cricket

Christopher Halls - Head of Swimming and Water Polo

Simon Bedford - Head Swim Coach

Zana Zivkovic - Swim Coach

Andrew Wyles - Sports Graduate

General sporting enquiries should be directed towards our sports secretary, Michaela
Francey via email.
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PE/SWIMMING ROTATIONS
LOWER, MIDDLE and UPPER SCHOOL

FIRST HALF OF EVERY TERM

LOWER SCHOOL

PE STAFF SWIMMING STAFF

4W  Mon KBA 3W Weds SBE/ZZI

4L  Mon AST 3H  Thurs SBE/ZZI

4C Tues KBA 3L  Thurs SBE/ZZI

4D   Fri AST 3C    Fri SBE/ZZI

4H  Tues KBA (SHG)

3D   Fri AST

MIDDLE SCHOOL

PE STAFF SWIMMING STAFF

5D JMAC 6D SBE/ZZI

5L KBA 6H SBE/ZZI

5W PTA 6C SBE/ZZI

5H SCR 6W SBE/ZZI

5C AST 6L SBE/ZZI

UPPER SCHOOL

PE STAFF SWIMMING STAFF

7L PTA 8D SBE/ZZI

7H BMU 8L SBE/ZZI

7D JMAC 8C SBE/ZZI

7C KBA 8H SBE/ZZI

8P KBA
PE/SWIMMING ROTATIONS

LOWER, MIDDLE and UPPER SCHOOL
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SECOND HALF OF EVERY TERM

LOWER SCHOOL

PE STAFF SWIMMING STAFF

3W  Weds AST 4W  Mon SBE/ZZI

3H  Thurs KBA (SHG) 4L  Mon SBE/ZZI

3L  Thurs AST 4C  Tues SBE/ZZI

3C   Fri KBA 4D  Fri SBE/ZZI

3D  Fri SBE/ZZI

4H  Fri SBE/ZZI

MIDDLE SCHOOL

PE STAFF SWIMMING STAFF

6D JMAC 5D SBE/ZZI

6H SCR 5L SBE/ZZI

6C AST 5W SBE/ZZI

6W PTA 5H SBE/ZZI

6L KBA 5C SBE/ZZI

UPPER SCHOOL

PE STAFF SWIMMING STAFF

8L PTA 7L SBE/ZZI

8H BMU 7H SBE/ZZI

8D JMAC 7D SBE/ZZI

8C PTA 7C SBE/ZZI

8P SBE/ZZI
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FAQs

Q.If my son loses all or some items of his games kit, what to do?
A. He can search lost property in the changing rooms. Then, if still not found, speak to
the PE/Sports staff who will assist in the process. Often, items are mistakenly taken home
by other boys and are then returned to school. If so, and labelled by name, they are
returned each Wednesday to the form rooms, via the lost property form rep.

In Lower School there are daily collections of lost property. Any named items that are
found will be returned to the owner as quickly as possible. This is an ongoing process but
it may take more than one day for the item to be found and so items are not always
returned immediately. If another boy has mistakenly taken an item of clothing home it may
take a little longer to be returned to the correct boy. Please inform the Head of Lower
School if you have been missing an item for more than a week. Any unnamed items will be
displayed to the boys in Assembly on Friday and at dismissal at the end of each half term.

Q.I am thinking of applying for a sports scholarship to a senior school. What
do I do next?

A. Please contact Mr O’Brien by email and please copy Mr Scholey into the email. Please
read page 21 of this booklet

Q. Will my son get to play in a fixture?
A. Yes. From Year 4, fixtures are arranged for pupils against other schools. It can be a
difficult task setting appropriate ability fixtures, as many other schools have smaller pupil
numbers per year group, but every boy will have a chance to play and represent the
school.

Q.When will I know if/when my son is playing in a fixture?
A. All boys know what Games Group or squad they are in - e.g. Games Group 1 (A and B
teams) Games Group 2 (C and D teams). Parents can check the school calendar for
upcoming fixtures for each group. Teams are selected 48 hours (MS/US) and 72 hours (LS)
before each fixture. If your son is selected to play, you will receive an email with the team
sheet and fixture details.

Q. Are parents welcome to come and watch fixtures?
A. Yes, more than welcome. Details of the venues are included on the team sheet. For
away fixtures there will be a postcode;  for home fixtures,  a ground venue and pitch
number. There is a map of each home venue and pitch number in this booklet.

Q. Why don't Year 3 play competitive inter-school matches?
A. We made a conscious decision not to play inter-school Year 3 fixtures. This is to allow
time to promote skill development and the enjoyment and benefits of engaging in teams,
without the pressure of winning an inter-school fixture or worrying about selection. Boys
are coached in tribes, often split in ability groups as the term progresses, and then play
inter-tribal fixtures during their games sessions.

Q.How do boys get selected to play for the school teams?
A. All boys will represent the school in a team at some point. Fixtures are there for the
benefit of the boys, not the school. We try to arrange balanced and fair fixtures and boys
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are selected with that in mind, but more so on merit. Our fixture list is presently under
review.

Q.Is there a chance for boys to move between teams once the season is
underway?

A. Yes. We set Games Groups for the boys at the start of each half term and, based upon
learning and progress, boys will move between games groups.

Q. Do Dulwich Prep run sports tours?
A. The Prep has a strong tradition of running sports tours and training camps and will
continue to do so. Boys are selected for tours on merit, games groupings and availability
to travel.

Q.What sporting disciplines are covered in the PE syllabus?
A. A wide variety:  basketball, gymnastics, swimming, water polo, water safety, short
tennis, badminton and handball.

Q.Does my son have to play rugby, football or cricket if he doesn’t want to?
A. In Years 7 and 8 more games options become available for the boys. They include
fitness, rackets sports, basketball, track cycling and more. Until that point, all boys from
Years 4 to 6 follow the major sports games programme and are expected to engage and
play.

Q.What kit does my son need for his games and PE lessons?
A. PE: white socks, white shorts and white tribe T-shirt. Games: tribe socks, blue shorts
and blue games shirt. Boys should bring their tracksuits in case of inclement weather.

Q.How many lessons a week does my son get in Years 3 and 4 for games and
PE?

A. In Year 3 he has one PE lesson and one Games lesson per week and in Year 4 he has
one PE lesson and two Games lessons per week. Each lesson lasts for one hour.

Q.How does my son get organised for his Games and PE lessons; any advice?
A. Try to get your son to pack the night before and check he has all his kit. He may need
support at first, but then aim to give him the responsibility to take control himself. Being
on time is also important, with good communication and co-operation with the members
of staff.
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A few extra points to help you:

Lower School - As with all year groups, changing for Games PE/swimming is supervised
and both Sport and Lower School staff are available to help the boys as required.

Football - Boys need shin pads.

Rugby - For Year 4 and above mouth guards are compulsory (optional for Year 3 as the
boys only play tag rugby)

Cricket - In Lower School, cricket whites are not compulsory. The boys should wear
their white PE kit for the summer term Games. School provides cricket pads and bats.

Games socks - Please note when buying trainers and football/rugby boots that the
school games socks are quite thick. Please ensure you take these socks with you when
trying boots to avoid your son being unable to get his brand new boots on!

Games bags - All bags look very much alike. Please, please ensure your son’s name is on
the outside of the bag.

On some occasions in Lower School the boys are asked to come to school in their games
kit. Their school uniform should be in their games bag to change back into later. Please
ensure they have their snack in the bottom section of the bag.

Q. How do you assess the boys in PE and Games?
A. We are currently writing a new assessment programme for the boys, within PE. This
will be trialled in the spring term. Within Games, we assess them based on the success
criteria in the PAL charts and what current games group/team they are in.

Q.Can I take my son directly to an away school fixture?
A. Yes. Please contact your son’s coach directly to inform them and to double check
timings for the fixture.

Q.Can I collect my son directly from home and away fixtures?
A. Yes. You may collect him after match tea, but please ensure your son’s coach is made
aware you are doing so.
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